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President’s Ramblings
Mike Randell

Well due to lambing there has not been much happening at the field.
Peter and Len have put the new fence up, thanks
guys, when you take it down it
goes back up the same way.

Bring

Buy

We had the table sale on the
22nd, there was a lot of bargains to be had, I mean real
cheap planes, we had better
turnout from other clubs than
from our members.

to reduce the stable.
The club made better money than it would’ve have
done under the auction scheme.
The field is still wet under foot, so keep a eye on
my emails for the field restrictions.
Cheers Guys

I sold 2 planes, but came home
with 2 extras (damit), I trying
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Club Captain’s Report
Geoff Hall

Well the weather has been great this month …not.
As the field has been closed for lambing I guess
the weather has not really mattered a great deal,
therefore not much to report.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66PQjVaT-ds

It is Saturday morning 31 as I write this, the sun is
shining and there is little wind so I think I will go to
Woodville and test fly the RV8 that has been sitting
on the work bench for weeks.

Anyone interested in a float plane weekend in the
new year if so let me know.

Hope there are lots of new planes ready for the
summer season and if you haven’t built anything
you may have missed a bargain at the club auction.
The Ashhurst club has club day Sunday and I will
attend that event so the weekend may turn out to
be better than the last few.
For those who are not flying this weekend here are
a couple of video links to people that are flying.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=291&v=gShokSsBO7g

Cheers for now
Geoff
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From the Editors Desk
Linda Lambess,
115 Tiro Tiro Road, Levin.
Ph 06 2102910, 0212106139 — editors email
you made this issue happen.
I have also included an article on the use of flaps
from pages reproduced from a RCM&E, May 2008,
which was being removed from the clubhouse.
Many of you may have read the article but to those
who hadn’t or had forgotten, it is well worth a few
minutes to read.
Spring is not far away and time to have that major
clean up and one of my tasks is to clean up my
computer.
When I finish each months Servo
Chatter I save the pages as hi resolution jpgs for
easy reference. In doing so I realised that this is
the start of my third year with this publication.
Many thanks to all those who have sent through
photos, stories and information. These are what
enable me to publish the newsletter while living out
of the district.
Another sign of spring are the tuis that live in our
garden, I love watching them scoop and dive
among the trees. The distinctive loud whirring
wings as the obviously have fun diving down—
almost dog fighting. They now come and sit on the
window sill and drink their sugar water - flicking it
all over the window!
In this issue we have an interesting article from
Graham Job about his workshop. Thanks Graham

Ivan’s Dynam Grand Cruiser
Wingspan: 1280mm (50.4 inch)
Fuselage length: 1100mm (43.3 inch)
Battery: 11.1V 2200mAh Li-Po, 20C
Motor: 2 x BM2815-KV1100
Brought this kit recently and it was very
easy to assemble.
It has had 8—10 flights from Levin strip and
it flies well and looks great in the air, although I need to keep my eyes on it as being
white it is difficult to spot.

Ivan and I recently spent a fascinating few hours
visiting a gentleman who manufacturers wooden
propellers, predominating for Sir Peter Jackson but
also exports them around the world. We will
organise a joint club visit with members of the
Aeroneers and Levin clubs.
Happy landings, Linda
P.S.—This morning I spotted the article about the
invention of the black box so reproduced part of
the article in this newsletter with a link to the
original.
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Maurice Job’s workshop
In March we moved from Palmy to Feilding and one bonus, for me at least, is that I have a good
workshop again. I spent some time setting it up to my liking using benches and cabinets that I had and
utilising the existing shelving.

Unusual feature is the built in fish tank,
courtesy of previous owners.

A large part of the work was building a dust extracting system because the workshop is attached to the
house and my experience is that it is difficult to keep free floating dust from getting under the door. The
ducts are connected via blast gates to the combination sander and the bandsaw and can be connected to
a downdraft sanding table that I made, shown below in the middle of the room. There is a vortex
powered by a vacuum cleaner to separate out the dust and minimise the load on the vacuum cleaner. I
also fitted lights over both benches, I used LED strips and the coverage is more than adequate with next
to no shadows, while consuming little power.

The machine
shop view with
dust extractor.

More on the pool
balls later.

The space is adequate especially considering the cramped area in which I built the battleship, and a
pleasant work environment, I have access doors at both ends which will be useful. I have storage for
models that are not currently undergoing work in another room.
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Maurice Job’s workshop
Achtung Spitfire!
Once the workshop was completed, I was able to
get some projects out and began work on the Mk1a
Spitfire again. Like most modellers I have always
admired the Spitfire but I had never considered it
seriously as a model, I built the Hurricane instead.
However I recently came to a point where I
decided that I wanted a Spitfire, which became two
Spitfires, and they must honour Kiwi pilots. I want
a ‘green and brown’ one, i.e. Battle of Britain era
and a ‘green and grey with black and white stripes’
from around D-Day time. A scale of 1/5 is my
preference for warbirds, it gives a model that is big
enough to fly well, but not so big that it’s a
monster to house and transport and keeps
equipment costs down to a reasonable level. It also
avoids the complications of the Large Models over
15Kg.
There were a number of Kiwis who were significant
players in the Battle of Britain, the easiest choice is
Alan Deere. His “KL-B” is well documented and
often modelled, for instance even the old 1/24
Airfix kit and it is this year’s paint scheme on
P7350, the BBMF’s Mk2 Spitfire. But I’m looking for
something different; the next choice would be Colin
Grey who served with Deere in No54 Squadron and
was the top scoring Kiwi pilot in the Battle. That
would be a possibility, but who is this Brian
Carbury? Apparently he was born in Wellington and
was one of four “Ace in a Day” pilots in the Battle.
He shot down five aircraft on August 31 while flying
in No 603 Squadron. Sounds interesting, but the
story continues; Carbury was later drummed out of
the RAF for impersonating an Officer and issuing

Carbury’s Mk1a in 603 Squadron

bad cheques. F/O Carbury sounds like my sort of
subject; one that is little modelled. And I found an
image representing his Mk1A Spitfire.
The second Spitfire has proved easier, I had
acquired an ESM Mk-9 kit which would do. I
decided to honour S/L Johnnie Houlton of 485NZ
Squadron who claimed the first kill over the D-Day
landings. The ESM kit is pre-painted to represent
“JE-J” like oh so many Spitfire kits. It will involve a
partial rubdown and re marking into Houlton’s
OU-V per the 4th of June 1944. Interestingly, this
aircraft survives wearing its original markings,
though with a second cockpit per the Irish Air
Force, and is owned by Caroline Grace and
frequently flown.

ML407 markings as per June 1944

Anyway, back to the earlier Mark. I had bought a
Brian Taylor Mk-9 plan and accessories and decided
I could easily redesign into the Mk-1a, but I was
busy with other projects; it would keep. Then a
‘Pica’ Mk-9 Spitfire kit popped up which I also
bought. I was and am aware of the scale
inaccuracies of Pica kits, but the bones were there.
The wing had been partly built some time ago and
not only was it a hash, but it was badly damaged
by poor storage. Into the rubbish! The fuselage
parts and stock balsa looked ok. I would probably
make a foam core wing, complex to do with the
Spitfire’s curved wing plan but not impossible. Then
a DB Models Mk-1 wing kit appeared, this is a built
up wing, and that problem was solved. So the
model originates from three kits.
The term “scale” is a fairly loose thing among kit
producers, and a component from one kit will
rarely fit another brand of kit at the same scale.
The Taylor drawing is considered pretty accurate
and, using this and scale drawings, I altered some
frame shapes of the Pica kit fuselage, and
corrected its length. Before we moved house, I had
the fuselage built to the point where I needed the
wing to ensure they married together, so I built the
wing kit. This was an interesting exercise as it isn’t
built on a board; never done it like this before but
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Maurice Job’s workshop
it went together well, thanks to good laser cutting.
And it fitted into the fuselage quite readily. I
scrapped the Pica stabiliser and elevator as being
way out of scale and will scratch build
replacements using either the DB Models drawing
or the Taylor plan, whichever proves to be more
accurate.

Sullivan 4.5inch wheels’ hubs I intended using. I
had pretty much given up and resigned myself to
not having them when I obtained a pair of Du-Bro
wheels; half an hour pondering and another half
hour on the lathe and these hubs were modified to
take the coils and discs. Then wire them up, play
with programming in the transmitter and Presto!
The right wheel brake is ‘y-leaded’ off the
rudder and a spare channel is mixed and
reversed for the left wheel. As I suspected,
the pulse duration is used to activate the
electronics, so at the ‘short end’(left rudder)
reversing the slave channel gives the required
result.
And that’s pretty much where I am up to on
this project. There is a little work to do on the

Pica fuselage, Brian Taylor cowl and cockpit
and DB-Models wing

This picture shows the first assembly, done
in part to keep the juices flowing and partly
to measure up for getting the wing
incidence right. This was done with spirit
level (wing chord is too big for my home
made incidence gauge), measurements and some
trig from school days, just like I did with the
Hurricane. That done, the ‘fuse’ has been put aside
to get the wing finished up to being fully sheeted,
so that the fairings can be made.
As always, there are lots of small projects that
need to be done in the right sequence so as to not
create problems later on. Biggest among these is
the retracting undercarriage. I sourced a set of
retracts supposedly for Spitfire but have had to
alter them to get a correct sit in the wing and
wheel alignment. The wing kit platforms for the
chassis are angled but I think (now, much later)
they could have been done differently which would
have given a better result. But they are in.
Another complication was brakes. I want “toe
brakes” to improve ground handling and give that
‘fighter swing’. I bought some electronic brakes
and then had to puzzle how to fit them into the

The brake system hooked up and first test. Success!

hubs and legs and the final adjustment of the operation of the retracts. Then flip the wing over and
finish off the air set up, flap mechanisms and all
the electrical hook-up, which I can’t do for another
couple of weeks. Then I can finish skinning the
wing and do the final fit for the fuselage fairings.
What else is going on; never one to have just one
project underway, I am working on a Tamiya 1/48
Beaufighter (plastic) kit to get a feel for the potential and problems of the type as a R/C model. Also,
there is a 1/8 Le Rhone Rotary plastic kit now
awaiting paint, so a small spray booth with air
curtain has been made (at last) for airbrush work.
The ¼ Tiger Moth is also awaiting paint but this
will have to wait until I have full use of my arm
again, though I want to take it to the Tiger Moth
Club Annual Fly in during October.
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Maurice Job’s workshop

Up on her feet.

For something different I am experimenting
with building a device which displays
harmonic periods.
I am using Pool balls and have to make a
frame for it. So far the design is all in the
Grey Matter.
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Aeroneers Vintage report
Submitted by Phil Pearpoint

Vintage Year to Date Results —Looks like you need to Watch this Space!
Pilot
Tama Randell
Bruce Woodfield
Greg Findon
Phil Pearpoint
Mike Randell
Bruce Mckay
Flemming Ravn
Peter Vining
Brad Pearpoint
Kevin Burrows
Wayne Bilham

Feb
592
538
556
448
531
551
538
546
487
-

March
541
595
508
590
347
539
571
-

April
595
520
518
491
542
452
-

May
596
596
554
571
572
584
549
591
-

-

June
555
519
568
595
575
580
539
545
572
347

July August Sept Oct Nov
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Next Vintage Competitions
8 September 2019

Common Sense in New Zealand

Year to Date
2879
2768
2704
2695
2567
2254
2078
1682
1143
487
347
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Around the Workshops

Hamish Loveridge
“Many thanks Hamish for
taking the time to teach
me about doping and
applying tissue to a
model. Being new to the
sport, this was a learning
curve, probably something I won’t do a lot of
but it at least gave me
an understanding.”

Ivan
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Bits and Bobs
Savage Builds
S01 E07 Dogfight Derby

Members will be familiar with Peter Jackson’s collection
of WW1 aircraft held in his hangar at Hood Aerodrome
Masterton.

If you haven’t already seen the video of these two aircraft in a dog-fight, then here is the Youtube link –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnfnrkk5YD0
Thanks Merv for this link. We are so lucky to his this
collection and the collection of Brendon Deere’s right
on our doorstep. Linda

To all club
members
having a
birthday
this month.

Check out our website for
updates on events, field conditions.
https://www.aeroneers.com/
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Aeroneers 2 metre glider report
Pilot

Year to date

Next

2 metre glider
competitions

Mike Randell

3680

3

Philip Pearpoint

4393

1

8 September

Peter Vining

3441

4

weather permitting.

Bruce Ladderman

3051

5

Flemming Ravn

4243

2

Greg Findon

2367

7

Bruce McKay

2677

6

Bruce Dix

1837

9

Merv Matthews

1873

8

Wayne Bilham

1079

10

Brad Pearpoint

510

11

Len Ruby

298

12

Bruce Fryer

227

13

Reminder!
The Club's Vista is always ready and available
for use by anyone who wants to participate in
the competition.
The Vista can be used by several members on
any one day and also by any member whose
own Glider is not flyable for a second or third
flight.

Check out
our website
for
updates on
events, field
conditions.
https://
www.aeroneers.com/
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Dr David Warren—The Black Box Flight Recorder
How an Aussie scientist came up with
the idea of the black box flight recorder.
When David Warren was six years old, his father died
in one of Australia's first plane crashes. It was
October 19, 1934 when the airliner Miss Hobart
suddenly went missing between Launceston and
Melbourne. Miss Hobart was a four-engine, de
Havilland 86 that left Western Junction airport at
9am with 10 people on-board, including David
Warren's 33-year-old father, Rev Hubert Warren. He
was on his way to take over duties at St Thomas'
Church in Sydney. His wife was planning to follow
weeks later with their two children by boat,
reports News.com.au. The Miss Hobart was last
heard from as it approached the Victorian coast at
10.20am, with a message received at Laverton
stating: "Over Rodondo Is … all's well."
There were signs the plane had passed over Wilson's
Promontory, but what happened next remains a
mystery. After an extensive search, the Civil Aviation
Department decided the plane must have crashed
into Bass Strait and there was no hope for the 12
people on-board; three women, a baby boy and
eight men. No final conclusion was ever reached by
the subsequent inquiry.
Shortly before he left Tasmania, Rev Warren gave his
son David a crystal radio set. The gift instilled in him
a love of science that would eventually lead to his
lifesaving invention. It was 65 years ago this month
that David had an idea that led to his invention that
has ensured air travel is as safe as it is today — the
black box flight recorder.
THE FAILING COMET JETS
In the aftermath of World War II, there was an influx
of jet aircraft, which meant planes were flying at
higher altitudes and faster than ever. It was also a
time when it was difficult for authorities to figure out
exactly how a plane crashed. In 1954, Dr David
Warren was working as a research scientist at the
Aeronautical Research Laboratory (ARL) in
Melbourne when he was involved in an investigation
into the mysterious repeated crashes of the world's
first jet-powered commercial aircraft, the Comet.
Launched into service in 1952, the Comet was the
world's first jet airliner. But Comet flights were
suspended after three planes — two over the
Mediterranean in 1953 and one in 1954 over India —
broke up soon after taking off, killing all on-board.

NZ Herald—1/9/2019
With no immediate reason as to what caused the
accidents, it was up to the authorities to find out to
make sure it wouldn't happen again. It was during
these meetings that Dr Warren had the idea that if
researchers knew what had happened on the plane
in the crucial minutes before the crash, they could
help prevent further accidents. In a 1999 interview
with the Department of Defence, Science and
Technology, Dr Warren said he first got his idea
when he went to a trade fair and saw the world's
first miniature tape recorder — the Minphon, made
in Germany.
"It got me thinking about how it could help work out
why airlines crashed. I thought, 'Why don't we put
one of those recorders in every aircraft and let it run
all the time you're in the air … then if there was a
crash like the Comet, we'd have a record of what the
pilot said, and in many cases, they would know what
was going wrong'," Dr Warren said. "I discussed it
with my colleagues at a meeting about the Comet
crash and said 'I've had an idea', and one of my
colleagues said that the meeting was 'about the
crash, not about what you wish had happened'. And
he was right. But I couldn't get my idea out of my
mind."
FROM AN IDEA TO REALITY
Dr Warren told his boss about his idea, asking
whether he should patent the idea or make a flight
recorder to show how it could work. But his boss
couldn't understand why Dr Warren — a scientist
working on fuels — was interested in recording what
was said in the cockpit. "He said, 'Dave, it's not your
job'. He told me to give my idea to the instrument
research team and that I should just get on with
blowing up fuel tanks that might have caused the
Comet crash. So I gave it to instruments … but six
months later nobody had looked at it, and I wasn't
allowed to work on it," Dr Warren said. But then
there was a change in staff and Dr Warren had a
new supervisor who took a different view; telling him
he couldn't officially work on it but he should write a
report about his idea.
Dr Warren wrote a report with the title "a device for
assisting at aircraft accidents" and sent it to several
airlines as well as the Department of Civil Aviation.
Then, there was silence.
"But my boss said, 'Dave I think you're trying to sell
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Dr David Warren—The Black Box Flight Recorder
ice cream to Eskimos because in Australia we haven't
had a crash in a decade, we've got the world's best
safety record. But crashes happen overseas so send
it overseas'," Dr Warren said. "So I sent my report to
the English, American and French authorities — and
I didn't hear back from anyone." But Dr Warren
couldn't let his idea go. As a former teacher, he knew
that "show and tell" was always more effective than
just "tell." So, he decided to have a demonstration
unit made — but first he wanted to take the mini
recorder into the cockpit to see what it was it was
capable of recording. Dr Warren's very first prototype
used steel wire, which was able to store four hours
of pilot conversations as well as instrument readings.
"So we tried to record pilots speech and little blips on
it so we could tell what instruments were being used
— what the pilots thought and what the instruments
said. It took a while to get microphones that
cancelled out the background noise and focused on
the pilot's voices … but we got there," Dr Warren
said. "A year later my boss said, 'Now's our chance
to make one now you know what you want'. So I
placed an order with an instrument maker and got
the first ever model (which is now at the National
Museum of Australia)."
In 1958, when the first model had been finished, the
chief superintendent at the laboratory was showing a
friend around when he asked Dr Warren to explain
his invention. This friend happened to be Sir Robert
Hardingham, the secretary of the British Air Registration Board, who thought the flight recording device
was a brilliant idea. He insisted Dr Warren take his
invention to England.
Two weeks later, Dr Warren was in London,
presenting the "ARL Flight Memory Unit" to the Royal
Aeronautical Establishment and several commercial
instrument makers. The presentation was a huge hit,
and it wasn't long before the British civil aviation
authority made moves for the device to be
manufactured and compulsory in civil aircraft.
SNOOPING DEVICE
When word got out that a "black box flight recorder"
was in the works, the Federation of Australian Air
Pilots was furious and labelled it "a snooping device".
According to William Hammack, author of How Engineers Create the World, the union declared, "No
plane would take off in Australia with Big Brother
listening." Not surprisingly, the British owners of the
failing Comet jets embraced the new invention. With
British support, and manufactured in the US, the
black boxes soon became standard issue on all
commercial aircraft.

BLACK BOX FACTS
1. The black box isn't just one box, it's actually two.
There's the cockpit voice recorder for sounds in the
cockpit, such as alarms and conversations, plus, the
flight data recorder that records data on the flight
and plane instruments.
2. One of the biggest challenges in making the flight
recorder was making sure it was "crash proof" so
that, even when a plane crashed, the box would
survive.
3. Each box is around the size of a shoebox,
weighing around 10kg and made from very thick
aluminium and fire insulation to survive in extreme
heat and massive impact. It's able to survive an hour
in 1100 degrees Celsius and 6000 metres under water. When a plane hits the water, a locator beacon
switches on and sends a signal for 30 days (until the
battery runs out).
4. While the original flight recorders were painted
black, the colour was changed to orange so they're
easier to find.
THE AUSSIE CONNECTION
By 1965, cockpit voice recorders were mandatory in
all commercial flights; first in the US and then the
rest of the world. The first black boxes were
acknowledged as an Australian invention but, sadly,
that acknowledgment was quickly erased. According
to John Faulkner, from the UNSW school of aviation,
the IP rights of Australia to the invention were, by
this time, compromised. But in recognition of the
background IP, the Department of Defence was paid
just £1000. "I joined ARL in 1965 when the work on
the black box was winding down, but Dr Warren
often talked to me at length about the history of the
black box. He wasn't angry that he'd not been taken
seriously by the powers-that-be but more upset that
Australia missed out in exploiting an invention which
is, today, in hundreds of thousands of aircraft,"
Dr Faulkner said.
As for Dr Warren, he worked at the ARL as its
principal research scientist until his retirement in
1983. It wasn't until 2002 that Dr Warren's work was
officially recognised when he was made an Officer of
the Order of Australia (AO) for his service to the
aviation industry.
And, quite incredibly, Dr Warren never received any
royalties from his incredible invention. He died in July
2010 at the age of 85.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?
c_id=2&objectid=12263718
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Classifieds
Also for sale, prices or ONO
LIPO Balance Charger, $30
Ryobi Combination belt/Disc Sander, $100
Dremel Scroll Saw, $80
Ryobi Bandsaw, $80
Double end Bench Grinder, $30
Dremel Motor tool, $30
Starter Motor, Covering Iron, Soldering Iron,
$ offers
Wheels; Modelair “Slipstream” type 5 off, 2inch, 3 off
1-1/2 inch, $10 the lot
Wheels R/C type 4 to 4.75 inch Dubro and similar
3 pr, $8-pr
Wheels R/C type 2 inch to 3 inch total 8pr plus
3 ‘extras’, $10
Props, mixed, around 10inch (for .40 engines?)
$5 the lot
Prop Master Aircrew 16 x 6, $5
Cowl, round 4-1/4 inch fi-glass, $5
Engine, ST-61 (stuck), $25
Engine ASP .40, $20
LA-Racer-40,
Wingspan 1400.
OS-40,
Plug-n-Fly (no rx, battery),
Tidy condition

Engine Mustang-50 petrol, $100

$120

Undercarriage Dubro 60 size, injection molded brand
new in packet, $20
Undercarriage 60 size injection molded looks
unused , $15

All enquiries re the LA-Racer or above accessories to
Maurice Job, ph 021 670689 or mauricej@inspire.net.nz.
He has photos of most items which he is happy to send to you.

Water slide transfer Decals
6 x 60 mm decals
5 x 40 mm decals
7 x 25 mm decals
on the sheet

Simple to apply
Long lasting

$5.00
per sheet

Order from Flemming Ravn, ravnf@outlook.com.
Collect at flying field.
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Events

Servo Chatter, September 2019

Club Events
October
September
1 September - September Servo Chatter will
be online

4 October - October Servo Chatter will be
online

8 September - 2 metre gliders

6 October - 2 metre gliders

15 September - Tomboy and vintage

13 October - Tomboy and vintage

22 September - Radian, cub and scale

20 October - Radian, cub and scale

29 September - Assassin and combat

27 October - Assassin and combat

29 September - Deadline Servo Chatter

31 October - Deadline Servo Chatter
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Palmerston North Aeroneers
Important information
Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com

The Committee
President:
Mike Randell
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
Rene Redmond
Phone 021 2452729
vicepresident@aeroneers.com

Club Flying Site:
End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Annual Club Subscriptions
Senior Membership $88 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $160
Family Membership $93 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $165
Junior (under 18) $25 NZMAA affiliation + $20 club
membership = $45
Associate $40

Treasurer:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
treasurer@aeroneers.com

Associate Flying $72

Secretary
Bruce Withell
Phone 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com

Please pay any committee member or online to
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston
North Aeroneers. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box.

Club Captain:
Geoff Hall
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess - Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Phone 06 323 9093
Hamish Loveridge –Phone 027 460 3848
Len Ruby
Peter Vining - Phone 027 443 2378
Barry Parker

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

MFW Associate $25 + $25 club sub +$50
Subs are per annum.

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Tama of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

Happy
Fathers
Day

